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ABSTRACT 

After years of research and looking at all aspects of cryptocurrency and NFTs, we at The Wall Street Bitcoin 

realized there has to be a better way to manage these two market classes. We, like anyone, or any company 

have to make adjustments to current market conditions with our long-term planning and goals. Our conclusion 

was to present to the public a whole new world class asset, an asset class that doesn’t exist yet, but has to make 

100% complete sense for anyone who has interest in cryptocurrency markets, the NFT markets, or for those 

who suffered losses in these two asset classes not only individuals but institutions as well.  

Let’s face it, anyone can create a token based on anything they want. You can tokenize yourself, but in the big 

picture how do we solve the problems in the state of these two asset classes that make sense? First of all, we 

are old school realists that totally support Bitcoin and at the end of the day when all the volatility washes out in 

the markets, Bitcoin will still be the leader in cryptocurrency. It was the first to market and will be the last, 

that’s our opinion. We created an ERC-20 token called The Wall Street Bitcoin whose main function is to track 

the performance of the original Bitcoin. Using our price calculation API, these tokens were created to follow 

25% gains of the original Bitcoin, but also to follow the same percentage of losses of the original Bitcoin. This 

was done to address the extreme market volatility of Bitcoin and try to minimize the volatility. We then 

incorporated a stop-loss feature in our token to prevent total loss of the token’s price. We looked at risk and 

loss mitigation factors first when creating the token. Our focus was looking at the worst-case scenario first, not 

focusing on the best case, most of all to look at how to ensure a complete melt-down of markets doesn’t lead to 

total losses for our customers. The ERC-20 The Wall Street Bitcoin (TWSB) has been completed and stored on 

a platform located at The OnlyTrust marketplace. These (TWSB) tokens will never be traded on any exchange; 

their primary function is to monitor the price fluctuations of the original Bitcoin but also to provide back-up 

collateral for our new world class asset, The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT which combines two market 

segments into one asset class, Crypto-NFTs. Crypto-NFTs are designed to tokenize the performance of a 

certain asset or any companies’ performance that has a function built into each Crypto-NFT. We envision 

Crypto-NFTs as the absolute future of cryptocurrencies and NFTs. A product that actually makes sense.  

Our first Crypto-NFTs are based solely on the performance of Bitcoin. We are 100% behind Bitcoin, not to 

replace Bitcoin but to provide a back-up to Bitcoin that will enhance its value. We created 5,250,000 The Wall 

Street Bitcoin ERC-20 tokens; that’s 25% of the total amount of Bitcoin that will be brought to market.  Now 

after the functionality and the token was created, we designed an NFT called The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-

NFT (TWSBNFT). Since only 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin tokens were created, only 5,250,000 The 

Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs will be brought to market each with its own unique serial number assigned. 

These ERC-721 NFT tokens represent each NFT and combine them together; The Wall Street Bitcoin ERC-20 

token (TWSB) and The Wall Street Bitcoin NFT token (TWSBNFT). Therefore, a new world class asset 

category was born, The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT. The Crypto-NFT fluctuates in price along with the 

original Bitcoin price. If Bitcoin goes up, the Crypto-NFT price goes up, if Bitcoin drops in price, the price of 

the Crypto-NFT drops. We have created an NFT that makes total sense and has a functionality also.  

Next, we had to come up with a plan to increase the Crypto-NFT's value and to provide a mechanism to 

prevent total losses. For our customers, The Wall Street Bitcoin LLC in collaboration with OnlyTrust LLC, the 

world’s first marketplace for Crypto-NFTs, the creators of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs gave 

exclusive rights to OnlyTrust LLC to create a marketplace platform, but also manage the storing of The Wall 

Street Bitcoin ERC-20 tokens (TWSB) and to build an exclusive area designed to store the original Bitcoin in a 

pool located and managed by OnlyTrust LLC. The creators of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

authorized OnlyTrust LLC to collect 65% of every NFT sale to be set aside in a pool consisting of only 

Bitcoin. This pool’s value fluctuates along with the original price of Bitcoin. This specific function was to start 

building the value of the pool; therefore, building the value of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT 
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(TWSBNFT). With each sale of the Crypto-NFT, the pool value will increase.   OnlyTrust LLC will be 

converting revenue from each sale into Bitcoin and will deposit it into the pool. Customers can sell their NFT 

on any platform that supports ERC-721 tokens, but also have a back-up emergency plan where they can 

exchange their Crypto-NFT at the OnlyTrust LLC marketplace for their prorated share of the Bitcoin Pool.  

The creators' main focus was to minimize losses, provide a sensible solution for gains and play two market 

segments at once. The creators will not charge any future royalty fees; they wanted to create a whole new asset 

class where bringing it to market gives equal amount of opportunity for all involved. No other Cryptocurrency 

or NFT product offers to set aside a percentage of sales to not only build the value of The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFTs, but also to look at the worst-case scenario to protect customers from total losses by utilizing The 

OnlyTrust exchange pool. With the creator’s vision, this one-of-a-kind world class asset is coming to market.  

COMPANY 

The Wall Street Bitcoin and The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT was founded in the United States. The 

company’s main objective is to meet the Cryptocurrency and NFT needs of consumers in a difficult and 

crashing cryptocurrency marketplace. Our focus is to provide a sensible solution to recoup the losses that have 

occurred in the cryptocurrency and NFT market and focus on mitigating losses to consumers. Most people do 

not understand cryptocurrency, blockchains or smart contracts. They do understand debt, money and crashing 

markets. We are the first and only company to offer a Crypto-NFT that is backed by a world class asset, the 

original Bitcoin.  

MISSION 

To create a whole new world asset class that will benefit not only individuals, but also institutions not only to 

recoup recent losses in the cryptocurrency markets but also NFT markets as well; at the same time mitigating 

losses. World class Crypto-NFTs that actually have a function and are backed by a world class asset, the 

original Bitcoin: The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT.  

VISION 

The vision for The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT is to provide the consumer with a sensible solution to enter 

into the cryptocurrency and NFT market with less risk. Each of our The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs are 

backed by The Wall Street Bitcoin token and an exchange pool adding value to the token and Crypto-NFT 

upon each and every sale. Each Crypto-NFT has a designated serial number and only so many tokens and 

Crypto-NFTs were created which leads to scarcity and increased value. A lot of individuals don’t understand 

cryptocurrency, NFTs or blockchain concepts, therefore, we have provided a solution to the consumer, a 

benefit of two markets at once and have a solution to prevent total losses that most consumers can’t afford, but 

also providing an upside based on the performance of the original Bitcoin.   

THE WALL STREET BITCOIN  

There are 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin tokens that were created and will follow the original Bitcoin 

price. There is not an initial coin or exchange offering. The token was created to track the performance of the 

original Bitcoin. The token tracks the gains and losses of the original Bitcoin and backs The Wall Street 

Bitcoin Crypto-NFT. It cannot be bought or transferred to a wallet or traded on the exchange, they were 

specifically created as a tracking token for the Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs. The gains of The Wall Street 

Bitcoin price are 25% of the actual dollar gain in Bitcoin and the losses are based on the percentage of dollar 

losses in Bitcoin. The Wall Street Bitcoin token price formula is 25% of actual dollar gain of Bitcoin and is the 

same percentage loss as Bitcoin.  
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THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT 

The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT was created to combine the cryptocurrency markets and the NFT 

markets. Each of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs will be unique due to each of them being minted with a 

different serial number which are verifiable on the public blockchain. Each Crypto-NFT is backed by a Wall 

Street Bitcoin token in addition to 65% of Crypto-NFT sales to build an exchange pool consisting of the 

original Bitcoin to prevent massive losses.  

 

THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT STOP LOSS 

 

WHAT IS THE WALL STREET BITCOIN STOP LOSS? 

The Wall Street Bitcoin token was created to follow the market price of the original Bitcoin (BTC) with the 

following mechanisms put in place to: 

● Mitigate risk 

● Combat market volatility 

● Provide some type of insurance against cryptocurrency markets going to zero or being completely 

barred by new regulation 

The Wall Street Bitcoin Token Stop Loss is calculated by using the all-time high price of The Wall Street 

Bitcoin minus 80%. This calculated Stop Loss price will be used in determining the lowest possible price of 

The Wall Street Bitcoin token as well as The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT. The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-

NFT is backed by The Wall Street Bitcoin token which has a stop-loss feature built into its price calculations. 

Therefore, The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT inherits this same stop-loss functionality. 

In the future when The Wall Street Bitcoin token sets a new all-time high, the stop loss price will automatically 

increase along with it. Even if the price of the original Bitcoin goes below the stop loss price it won’t drag the 

price of The Wall Street Bitcoin down with it. Once the price of Bitcoin goes back above the stop loss price 

then The Wall Street Bitcoin token price calculation will resume following the gains and losses of Bitcoin.  

 

THE ONLYTRUST EXCHANGE POOL 

The exchange pool was created and designed to prevent massive losses. For each Crypto-NFT purchased, 65% 

of the revenue from the purchased Crypto-NFTs will be used to purchase the original Bitcoin which will be 

placed into the pool. The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT owners will be able to exchange their Crypto-NFTs 

for a portion of the pool based on the total number of Crypto-NFTs in circulation. This provides a floor price 

to each Crypto-NFT that will increase every time the Crypto-NFTs are sold or when the price of Bitcoin 

increases. When the Bitcoin price rises, the value of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT will also rise. 

Imagine putting aside some of your hard-earned money into savings, this is what we do with the sale of every 

NFT.  
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Disclaimer: The OnlyTrust exchange pool will have deposits of the original Bitcoin only and can have extreme 

market volatility from market gains and or losses.  

 

WHEN CAN I EXCHANGE MY THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT AT THE ONLYTRUST 

MARKETPLACE? 

You can go to the OnlyTrust marketplace and exchange your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT after the 

initial NFT offering is sold out, or, 120 days from the start of the initial NFT offering (INO) is dropped 

whichever comes first. Just go to the OnlyTrust marketplace and click the link to “exchange my NFT”. 

 

WHERE WILL I FIND OUT HOW MANY THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFTS ARE IN 

CIRCULATION AND THE AMOUNT OF BITCOIN LOCATED IN THE EXCHANGE POOL? 

You will be able to get the information on both websites; onlytrust.com and thewallstreetbitcoin.com. All 

information pertaining to circulation and Bitcoin pool balances will be published on both sites upon 

completion of the initial NFT offering INO.  

 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A STOP-LOSS AND THE EXCHANGE POOL? 

The stop-loss API was set to follow the original Bitcoin, with a stop-loss feature built into the price of The 

Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT to prevent it from going to zero if the price of the original Bitcoin’s price 

drops to zero. Remember, all prices are set by Bitcoin’s performance and the prices are suggested retail prices 

based on the current market conditions of the original Bitcoin. You can market your The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFT at the OnlyTrust marketplace for any price and any place you choose and at any time. The 

OnlyTrust exchange pool provides you the backup to exchange your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT at 

the OnlyTrust marketplace platform. The pool’s value is based on sales of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-

NFT and the price of the Bitcoin deposited in the pool after each sale. This added feature was implemented due 

to the conditions today in the cryptocurrency and NFT markets to prevent total loss and to give The Wall 

Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT holders a piece of mind with a backup and stop-loss feature offered in our new 

global asset class. No other cryptocurrency or NFT offers you so much for so little; we take great pride in 

focusing on loss mitigation.  
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TOKENOMICS 

 

1. 5,250,000 (TWSB) The Wall Street Bitcoin ERC-20 tokens stored at the OnlyTrust marketplace 

platform used to track the original Bitcoin’s performance and collateral for The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFT. 

2. 5,250,000 (TWSBNFT) The Wall Street Bitcoin ERC-721 tokens used for The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFTs created on the polygon network. 

3. The original Bitcoin (BTC) will be purchased after each sale of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs; 

65% of each sale deposited with the world’s first Crypto-NFT marketplace. 

 

 

 

● There are no tokens held in the reserve. 

● 5,250,000 ERC-721 tokens must be sold on The OnlyTrust marketplace platform. 

● No Principals, or employees of The Wall Street Bitcoin, LLC or OnlyTrust, LLC shall have ERC-721 

tokens or The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs held in reserves or used as a compensation in any 

form.  

● The creator requires everyone to purchase The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs to fund the exchange 

pool. 
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MILESTONES 

 

1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT- COMPLETE 

  

2. CREATE A WHOLE NEW WORLD CLASS ASSET- COMPLETE 

  

3. DESIGN AND BUILD THE WALL STREET BITCOIN WEBSITE- COMPLETE 

  

4. CREATE 5,250,000 THE WALL STREET BITCOIN ERC-20 TOKENS- COMPLETE  

 

5. CREATE 5,250,000 THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT ERC-721 TOKENS- 

COMPLETE  

 

6. DESIGN AND BUILD ONLYTRUST CRYPTO-NFT MARKETPLACE- COMPLETE 

  

 

7. TRANSFER 5,250,000 THE WALL STREET BITCOIN ERC-20 TOKENS TO THE 

ONLYTRUST LLC MARKETPLACE WALLET FOR COLLATERAL TO BE USED FOR THE 

WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFTS- COMPLETE 

  

8. SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS- ONGOING 
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9. LAUNCH INITIAL NFT OFFERING TO MARKET- STARTING 8/15/2022 

 

10. ABLE TO USE THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NTFS FOR THE PURCHASE 

OF GOODS AND SERVICES OR USE THEM AS COLLATERAL ON A SMART CONTRACT 

OR SELL ON MULTIPLE NFT PLATFORMS- COMPLETE 

 

11. CREATE THE WORLD’S FIRST CRYPTO-NFT EXCHANGE PLATFORM WITH 

MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS AND CAPABILITIES- DEVELOPMENT STAGE 
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TEAM 

 

Jack Kornovich  

 Creator The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Jack has more than 40 years of experience in the Real Estate 
field, including mortgage banking. He has vast experience 
and knowledge of NFT and cryptocurrency markets. He 
understands the global need to create a new world class 
asset to bring back global trust in cryptocurrency and NFT 
markets. He focuses on risk and loss mitigation as his first 
priority to consumers and institutions.  

 

Robert Carrico 

CEO-OnlyTrust, LLC 

Robert has been the architect and developer of quality 
technology business solutions for a range of startups, 
academic institutions, government agencies, and industry-
leading Fortune 500 corporations over the last 25 years. He 
co-founded Fast Foundry, LLC, which provides custom 
software solutions to businesses across the United States. 

  

Jeff Bull- Software Architect 

Jeff has spent nearly 25 years as a technological expert and 
leader in the high-tech industry. He has been an active part 
of large-scale projects for various industries, including retail, 
government, motion pictures, media, and aerospace. Jeff is 
the author of numerous software patents, and typically 
dreams of new ways to tackle problems, even if they don't 
yet exist. 
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Sean Stevens – Senior Software Engineer 

 

Sean has over 25 years of experience in technology. He 
began his career as a design engineer in the audio industry 
for Sony, where he designed and developed both hardware 
and software for digital audio products. Since then, he has 
been using his keen problem-solving skills to design and 
develop software solutions to help businesses across a 
variety of industries run smarter and more efficiently through 
the implementation of state-of-the-art technologies. 

 

 

 

Andrew Syes – Software Engineer 

Drew has excelled in the technology field since achieving his 
degree in Web Development and working on various sites 
and applications for an array of clients. 

 

Dan Roberts - Project Coordinator 

Dan has spent more than 13 years as a project manager in 
the technology field, and another 13 years in similar roles in 
the apparel industry at Nike. He thrives on facilitating the 
delivery of technology solutions that meet the needs of 
businesses across the country. 
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THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT BUSINESS MODEL 

● Problems 

● Cryptocurrency Market today 

● NFT Market today 

● Solutions 

● Goals 

 

PROBLEMS 

Cryptocurrency Market Today 

● High volatility 

● Potential for large losses 

● Loss of Bitcoin, no refunds 

● Vulnerable to manipulation like pump and dump schemes 

● Not designed for institutional investors or risk adverse companies 

● Too complicated for most people to download apps, pay for Bitcoin 

● Loss of password key and you lose everything 

● Billions of dollars lost due to theft 

● Exchanges might not be liquidity solvent 

● Exchanges and funds go bankrupt, you lose everything 

● Over 20,000 cryptocurrencies are on the market today and most no function or real value 

● Market flooded with over a trillion coins and tokens  

 

NFT Market Today 

● Millions of NFTs that were created are bought and sold on different platforms have lost some or most 

of their value 

● Sales of NFTs have dropped 75% 

● Many NFTs don’t have any functionality or are based on any value 

● Rising interest rate and changing global market conditions have crushed risky bets across the financial 

markets 

● NFT prices crash, how do consumers recoup their money since the NFT is no longer worth nowhere 

near what they paid for it 

● No real function or value, everything is based on community hype 

 

SOLUTIONS 

To create a world class asset which will be the world’s first Crypto-NFT that has functionality by following the 

performance of another world class asset, the original Bitcoin. To create a Crypto-NFT in which each are 

assigned with a unique serial number that can be verified on the public block chain whose price and 
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performance is based on the original Bitcoin. Our world class Crypto-NFT will allow you not only to re-

engage in the NFT market, but also benefit from the cryptocurrency market all combined into one unique 

groundbreaking opportunity.  

Our plan of attack is this, 

1. Create 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin ERC-20 tokens (TWSB) created for the sole purpose of 

tracking the original Bitcoin and backing The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT 

2. Create 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT ERC-721 token (TWSBNFT)  

3. Create in conjunction with OnlyTrust, LLC the world’s first Crypto-NFT marketplace platform 

4. Create an exchange pool consisting of the original Bitcoin where people can go to exchange their The 

Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs for a portion of the exchange pool 

NFT Purchase Process Chart 
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5,250,000 Total The Wall Street Bitcoins  

As you can see in this chart, The Wall Street Bitcoin started tracking the original Bitcoin on January 1, 

2021 using our API formula. As this example shows, you can see the extreme market volatility of the 

original Bitcoin versus The Wall Street Bitcoin with a lot less volatility and a stop loss feature built in. 

No one controls the market price of The Wall Street Bitcoin; The original Bitcoin performance 

determines the retail price. If the original Bitcoin drops to zero, the retail price of The Wall Street 

Bitcoin will always be at the stop loss price until the original Bitcoin recovers. 

 

SOLUTIONS 

 

NFT Purchase Process 

1. Create account on the OnlyTrust marketplace platform 

2. Purchase NFTs which will be ERC-721 tokens deposited in your meta-mask wallet, once minting is 

complete.  

3. 65% of all The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT sales on the OnlyTrust platform will be deposited in 

the form of Bitcoin in an exchange pool located exclusively at the OnlyTrust Crypto-NFT marketplace 

once the initial NFT offering phase is complete. 

4. Sell your Crypto-NFT on multiple NFT marketplaces that accept the ERC-721 token standard or relist 

your Crypto-NFT on The OnlyTrust marketplace available after the original 5,250,000 The Wall 

Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs are sold.  

5. Exchange your Crypto-NFT on the OnlyTrust platform for prorated shares of Bitcoin located in the 

pool. The pool exchange value is based on the number of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs in 
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circulation and the amount of the original Bitcoin that was deposited from 65% The Wall Street 

Bitcoin Crypto-NFT sales.  

6. You will be able to track the status of the OnlyTrust Bitcoin pool on The Wall Street Bitcoin site once 

the initial Crypto-NFT offering is complete. This information will be made available on the site for 

consumer viewing 

Assumptions: Bitcoin price $20,000 

The Wall Street Bitcoin Retail Price $6,000 

The Wall Street Bitcoin Stop Loss $3429 

 

OPENING INITIAL NFT OFFERING 

A note to remember, neither The Wall Street Bitcoin or the OnlyTrust platform controls the market prices.  We 

have tracked our API starting at 0 on January 1, 2021. We have no control over market conditions, we only 

provide you with suggested retail prices of our The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs and current stop loss 

prices of our The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs. You can sell your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

for whatever you want wherever you want; we are launching with our wholesale prices and distribution plan to 

benefit the consumers with a back-up plan to mitigate risks.  
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THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT SCHEDULED LAUNCH PRICE SHEET 

 

 

As you can see by our launch price, the scheduled opening price for each The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFTs will be $49.00 and final drop price of $899.00. Our theory as each phase of sell out per 

drop will not only build the price after each phase, but will create an exclusive The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFT community which will also build its value.  

 

THE ONLYTRUST EXCHANGE POOL 

After each sale of an The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT occurs on the OnlyTrust marketplace platform, 

OnlyTrust has been authorized by The Wall Street Bitcoin creator to maintain a pool containing only Bitcoin; 

65% of sales will be used to not only build The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs value, but also build a pool, 

exclusively of Bitcoin in which anyone who owns a The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT can go to the 

OnlyTrust marketplace and exchange their The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT for the amount allocated per 

Crypto-NFT based on the amount of Bitcoin located in the exchange pool and the number of The Wall Street 

Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs in circulation. 

Remember, the creator is 100% backing Bitcoin and Bitcoin’s future; the exchange pool value increases and 

decreases along with the market of the original Bitcoin. Your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT will be 

deposited into your meta mask wallet upon purchasing at the OnlyTrust marketplace platform. And upon 

exchanging the Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT at the OnlyTrust marketplace platform either the original 

Bitcoin or wrapped Bitcoin (WBTC) will be deposited equal to the amount drawn on; since it’s a meta mask 

wallet with the current exchange rate for the Crypto-NFTs. the current exchange rate for the Crypto-NFTs.   
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Since The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT is minted on the polygon network the wallet containing the NFT 

won’t support sending Bitcoin to it, therefore we are using wrapped Bitcoin which is supported by the Polygon 

network and can be transferred to the same wallet address from which the Crypto-NFT was exchanged. The 

exchange pool is used for a secondary backup of The Wall Street Bitcoin’s stop loss feature. The purpose is to 

mitigate each consumer’s risk when purchasing a The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT. You now have two 

backups to mitigate your risk of total losses.  

The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT and the stop loss price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT are both 

back-ups when purchasing your Crypto-NFT which is designed to prevent total losses; no other cryptocurrency 

or NFT on the market today focuses on loss mitigation. We slowly built a world class asset, The Wall Street 

Bitcoin Crypto-NFT which is backed by another world class asset, the original Bitcoin. 

 

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT ONCE ITS IN THE 

EXCHANGE POOL? 

After all 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs have been sold are in circulation, any The Wall 

Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs that have been previously exchanged in the pool will be brought back into 

circulation. 
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EXCHANGE POOL PROCESS 

 

Owner wants to exchange The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto- NFT for The OnlyTrust Bitcoin pool share 

balance 

 

 

 

 

 

The creator wanted to make it fair for all principles involved that after each drop in price, the next price will be 

higher than the previous drop price (LAST DROP PRICE OF $899.00 IS 50% HIGHER THAN THE 

PREVIOUS DROP PRICE OF $449.00). 

AFTER THE LAST DROP PRICE OF $899.00 WHAT WILL BE THE PRICE OF EACH THE WALL 

STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFT 

● 1,250,000 x $899.00- 1,123,750,000  

● Any The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT turned into the OnlyTrust platform after phase sell out will 

be recirculated and relisted on the OnlyTrust marketplace platform. 

● This example is for assumption purposes and based on 20% of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

have been exchanged at the OnlyTrust pool. 

● 5,250,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs in circulation 

● 20% turned into the OnlyTrust exchange pool 

● 5,250,000 x 20%= 1,050,000 being brought back into circulation 

● 1,050,000 - $1798 will be the recirculation price of which 65% will be used to purchase Bitcoin for 

the OnlyTrust exchange pool 
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● $1,798 x 65%= $1168.70 will be deposited into the OnlyTrust exchange pool, upon each sale build 

value to The Wall Street Bitcoin which in turn increases the value of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-

NFT. 

 

The next drop price after $1798.00 will be the amount of the current stop loss price of The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFT. 

● Assumption: 20% Turned into the OnlyTrust marketplace pool; $1,050,000 brought back into 

circulation $3429.00 will be the listed price 

● The OnlyTrust marketplace platform $3429 x 65%= $2228.85. This is the amount of Bitcoin 

purchased for the OnlyTrust exchange pool. 

● The reason for this drop price schedule is to achieve the goal of reaching the exchange pool value 

equal to the stop loss price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT.  

● After the pool of Bitcoin reaches the value of the stop loss of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT, 

any crypto-NFT turned into the exchange pool will be brought back into circulation at the current 

suggested retail price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT located at thewallstreetbitcoin.com 

website. 

 

 

HOW TO RECOUP LOSSES AND MAXIMIZE GAINS 

Assumption: $10,000 portfolio or $10,000 in cryptocurrency and NFT losses 

● Suggested Retail price of The Wall Street Bitcoin $6,000.00  

● $10,000 / $6000 = 1.6 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

● Opening price $49.00 per NFT $49.00 x 1.6= $78.40, however, you can only buy each Crypto-NFT at 

whole prices not fractions for example; If you purchase 2 Crypto-NFTs at $49.00 x 2 = $98.00 which 

is the purchase price. 2 Crypto-NFTs at suggested retail price of $6,000 x 2 = $12,000. But remember, 

65% of all NFT sales are used to purchase the original Bitcoin. At $98.00 x 65%= $63.70 put into the 

OnlyTrust exchange pool which is to prevent total loss of your original investment. 

● Note: The value of the exchange pool fluctuates along with the value of the original Bitcoin. 

● So, in theory, to recoup your losses of $10,000 in the Crypto and NFT markets your investment of 

$98.00 gives you 2 Crypto-NFTs. 

● This assumption is based on the market price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT, reaching $6,000 

in value. 

Assumption: $100,000 in Crypto or NFT losses or $100,000 portfolio losses 

● $100,000 / $6,000 = 16.6 Crypto-NFTs rounded off to 17 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

● 17x $49.00= $833.00 Purchase price 

● 17x$6,000 = $102,000 Retail price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT 

● Note: $833.00 x 65% of Bitcoin deposited in the OnlyTrust exchange pool. 

● $833.00 x 65%= $541.45 of Bitcoin deposited in the OnlyTrust exchange pool to prevent total losses. 
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● This assumption is based on the market price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT reaching $6,000 

in value.  

 

Assumption: Institutional fund with $250,000,000 of client’s losses or losses due to bankruptcy filing on funds 

owed to your firm.  

● $250,000,000 / $6,000= 42,000 The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

● 42,000 x $6,000 Suggested Retail price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT = $252,000,000. 

● 42,000 x $49.00 opening Drop Price= $2,058,000 Total Price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs 

● Note: 65% of $2,058,000= $1,337,700 of Bitcoin deposited into the OnlyTrust marketplace exchange 

pool. This is deposited to mitigate losses and provide gains if the Bitcoin price increases.  

● This assumption is based on the market price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT reaching $6,000 

in value.  

 

GOALS 

● To build the world’s first-class asset each with unique serial numbers backed by a world class asset, 

the original Bitcoin. To find a revolutionary way to benefit those who were taken advantage of due to 

recent market crashes in Crypto and NFTs.  

● Have a wholesale product that can come to market and slowly build its long-term value 

 

CREATOR GOALS 

● Create a world class Crypto-NFT 

● Mitigate risk for anyone involved 

● Provide a path to build value upon each sale of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT 

● Create a product that follows an existing asset, the original Bitcoin 

● Build the value of the OnlyTrust exchange pool to meet the current stop loss price of The Wall Street 

Bitcoin Crypto-NFT 

● Let the Bitcoin community and NFT community build the value of each The Wall Street Bitcoin 

Crypto-NFTs to reach the end goal; to make each The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs equal to the 

current retail price of The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT located at The Wall Street Bitcoin website 

● Build the world’s first Crypto-NFT exchange that exclusively gives anyone who owns a The Wall 

Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT an opportunity to Buy-Sell-Exchange on a world class platform that also 

will have the ability to exchange Bitcoin, Crypto-NFTs and borrow on one simple platform coming in 

the future.  
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BEST CASE USES FOR THE WALL STREET BITCOIN CRYPTO-NFTS 

The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT is not another NFT or Cryptocurrency. It is a revolutionary 

product that combines both into one world class asset, a totally new market segment created to benefit 

individuals and institutional investors alike.  

1. If you lost money in cryptocurrency or NFTs, come up with a base goal of the amount you need to 

recoup, start with your own plan to make your investment losses your main focus.  

2. If you’re in charge of any type of institutional firm that has liquidity problems, or has stopped 

customers withdrawals. Our long-term plans and goals by far beat anything on the market today. To 

build a future portfolio that your customers can bank on as an exit strategy to make sure you’re 

building a long-term plan to recoup their losses and provide some type of assurance. You’re looking at 

your customers' financial interests first; what better opportunity in a revolutionary ground breaking 

product that will give them some peace of mind and will step up and mitigate their losses. 

3. Use your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs as collateral on anything using a smart contract. 

4. Borrow against your The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFTs without having to give up ownership. 

5. After all The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT are in circulation, use them to pay debt you can’t get rid 

of or ever pay off, negotiate on your own terms to pay off debt and avoid bankruptcy. 

CLOSING THOUGHTS FROM THE CREATOR 

I am a true old school believer in Bitcoin, it’s the first to market and will always be around in one form or 

another. My goal is to be open and 100% transparent about our plan and goals and believe me, this is NOT a 

get rich quick scheme, it’s a way to help someone build long-term portfolios and recoup any losses due to 

scams or false promises.  

Let there be no misunderstanding, our goals are to purchase as much Bitcoin as possible and hold it in an 

exchange pool. There will be more volatility to go through in the Cryptocurrency and NFT markets, but my 

personal belief is that it will benefit both markets and especially Bitcoin. I want to educate people on Bitcoin, 

purchase as much Bitcoin as possible to mitigate their losses and let there be no mistake, our goal is to enhance 

Bitcoin and make it better to provide a backup path for consumers and institutions to avoid total losses in 

turbulent market conditions.  

 

 

The Wall Street Bitcoin, LLC. 
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DISCLAIMER 

The Wall Street Bitcoin and this white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and 

is not intended to constitute an offer of securities of solicitation for investment securities in any jurisdiction. 

This white paper is being published solely to receive feedback and comments from the public; it will do so 

through definitive offering documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors. Those definitive 

documents are also expected to include an updated version of this white paper, which may differ significantly 

from the current version.  

The information shared in this white paper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and does not in any way 

intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship the primary purpose of this 

white paper is to provide potential The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT holders with pertinent information for 

them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed decision. The Wall Street Bitcoin does not make 

or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever 

to any entity or person, including an representation, warranty, or undertaking in relation to the accuracy and 

completeness of any of the information set out in this white paper.  

We strongly advocate a careful study of this white paper, including all the documents associated with the same. 

No information in this white paper should be considered business, legal, financial, or tax advice regarding The 

Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT. Please consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor 

regarding The Wall Street Bitcoin Crypto-NFT and this white paper.  

For the avoidance of doubt, in no event shall The Wall Street Bitcoin LLC and/or its advisors be liable for any 

damages, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, arising from the use, reference or 

reliance on the contents of this white paper or any opinion or information expressly or implicitly contained in 

this white paper. The Wall Street Bitcoin LLC has no ownership rights to OnlyTrust LLC; nor does OnlyTrust 

LLC have any ownership to The Wall Street Bitcoin LLC. At this time, both companies are operating on a 

revenue shared agreement between the two entities.  

 


